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Dew Drop And Cold Beer
Brew A Stew At Council

7: am. "The Use
Also II: ant, 1: pm, 5: pis.
Bulletins at any time

A poet would have had a field day at the Fulton City
Council meeting on Monday.. . hot words, fell on Dew Volume Twenty-Seven
Drop to bring about a foaming brew of suds.
Sharp controversy resulted when the Mayor and Judge Louie Nunn
Council disagreed on granting the City's 14th beer
Governor Candidate
license to a Missionary Bottoms night spot.
Granting of the license brings the total to 14 beer
licenses and 8 liquor licenses among Fulton's alcoholic
beverage dealers.
Previously refused, four councilmen over-rode the
Mayor's veto and granted a beer license o Steve Taylor
to do business as the Dew Drop Inn. Voting for granting
the license were Councilmen Orian Winstead, Smith
Atkins, John Earle and Charles Rice. Voting against the
motion were Councilmen Ward Johnson and J. 0. Lewis.
Mayor Nelson Tripp vetoed the previous motion made
by the Council, four for granting and two against . . .
the second motion to override the veto resulted in the
same voting . . . four for and two against. :Taylor was
represented by attorney Wood Tipton.
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In an exchange A sharp words
between Councilman Atkins and
Mayor Tripp, Atkins said that the
Mayor's veto was unprecedented
in Pus (Atkins') 26 years of public
service. Whereupon the Mayor
retorted that he was exercising
his privilege to vote his convictions and urged the others on the
Council to do the same. They did!
Background of the controversy
is that there is belief in sonic
circles that Fulton has more than
Its quota of alcoholic beverage
licenses and that in Missionary
Bottoms there is an ample number of taverns to serve the area.
On the other hand it was the
concensus of the Councilmen
granting the license that the
tavern in mention has always had
a license and while at times the
place has created its share of public nuisances, that it would have
been discriminatory to refuse the
license to Taylor on the basis of

past unpleasant experiences at the
tavern.
One Councilmen told the News:
"We don't want to look like we
had a motive for granting Taylor
that license. The place has ,a1ways had a license and we would
not be increasing the number so
we thought we owed it to Taylor
to give him a chance to operate
under the same terms as the owner before him." He added that the
police force has strict instructions
to police the area and that any
licensee violating any of the codes
of the Alcoholic Beverage Board
would suffer the consequences.
In other action the Council
passed an ordinance to pay B. B.
Henderson $1000 for a water line
in Country Club Courts and purchased the third floor of the City
Hall at a cost of $2,000.
Another ordinance was passed
to prevent signs overhanging sidewalks.

Mollie Jones Is Held In Death Of
Joe O'Connor; Autopsy Is Ordered
A coroner's autopsy performed
in Clinton on Tuesday has returned • verdict of death "from
Internal injuries to the head and
abdomen caused from a drunken
brawl".
Thus reported Coroner Walter
Voelpel in the death of Joseph
O'Conner who died early Sunday
morning in the Fulton Hospital.
Meanwhile Mollie Jones, a man
*bowl 90 years old was charged
late Tuesday with "causing the
death of oe O'Connor.
Jones said, in an inquest Tuesday morning, that he found O'Connor lying on the road near the
bypass and drove him to Hickman. The farm laborer refused
to get out of his car, Jones said,
and a fight ensued. The body
was found later by a member of
the Hickman pplice department.
At the prOliminary hearing
Tuesday morning before County
Judge John C. Bondurant, Jones
waived to the grand jury and his
bond was set at $1,000, which
he had not made Tuesday afternoon. He was charged with "striking another, not intending to
cause death and not in self defense".
At the hearing Claude Williamson, was arrested on a drunken driving charge, while driving

Man Arrested After
Two-Car Collision
There was a two-car collision
at the St. Line-Paschall Street intersection Tuesday afternoon at
5. One man involved was arrested by South Fulton Police and
charged with wreckless driving
and will be forced to pay for a
stop sign which was torn down,
according to South Fulton Mayor
Milton Counce.
The names of those involved in
the accident, and other details
were not learned. Kentucky and
Tennessee city police worked the
accident.

the dead man's car, was fined $100
on a DWI charge, given 30 days
in jail and his driver's license revoked.
Williamson was arrested a short
time before the incident, for being drunk. He was driving O'Connor's car at the time.
O'Connor was a laborer' on the
Ruddy Schwartz farm. He and
his wife were separated. Two of
their four children. Judy Carol
and Bobby eldom O'Connorolived with their father. The other
two, Stephen Wade and Vicki
Lynn O'Connor, live with their
mother In Columbus.
O'Connor is also survived by
three sisters, Mrs. Carrie Beasley,
Clinton Rt. 4, Mrs. Evie Cobb,
Arlington, and Mrs. Marie Bone,
Clinton, and a brother, Boyd
O'Connor, Hickman.
Funeral services were held at
10 a. m. Wednesday at Hopkins,
Hopkins and Brown Funeral
Home with Father Carroll officiating. Burial was in St. Charles
Cemetery in Carlisle County.
An autopsy was performed on
O'Connor's body Tuesday afternoon by Coroner Walter Voelpel.
Although the report has not been
completed, Sheriff M. E. Garrison said that some internal injuries were found.
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Mrs. Liliker Is
.Tax Assessor

By Jo Westpheling
and Mary Nelle Wright
As many of you know by now
I finally got off on that vacation
I was telling you about a couple
of weeks ago. Since I did not
know until the day before I left
where the vacation would be the
trip ended up with Mary-Nelle
and me. And let me say at the
out-set that not only have I found
that Mary-Nelle is kin to everybody in Fulton County and environs. I might add that she has
friends, friends of relatives, relatives of friends, schoolmates of
Don's, friends of Don's schoolmates, Navy mates, etc. all over
the country. If I had not been
just plain contrary we would have
gone to Florida by way of North
Carolina. (You'll see as this story
enfolds.)
Before I let Mary-Nelle take
Mr and Mrs Dox Adams and
Mr. and Mrs. Mac Hyde spent over the typewriter I might add
that I made a subtle request of
Sunday at Kentucky Lake.

W. T. (Toni) Forsee of Owenton, Ky., Governor of Rotary
trict No. 871, which comprises
51 clubs in Kentucky, was principal speaker at the Rotary Club
luncheon-meeting here Tuesday
at the Rose Room of Smith's Cafe.
Tuesday evening at 8:30 he conducted a club assembly and conferred with club officers and committee chairmen at a dinner at
the Park Terrace restaurant.
Visitors at the noon meeting
were Frank L. Ridditt of Bruton,
Ala., Joe Brown of Hot Springs,
Ark., John H. Shurman of Hundington, W. Va., Ervin Berlin and
Bob Yates of Clinton.
At the evening meeting, the
district governor outlined the
alms and object of the Rotary International for this club year.
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Harold Wayne Davis asked
Monday that his life sentence for
kidnapping a Missouri state trooper be set aside.
In a seven-page - motion written
in pencil. Davis, 35, told Federal
Judge Henry L. Brooks at Louisville that he was insane both at
the time of the kidnapping and
when he pleaded guilty.
The Redwood City, Calif., man
also said he was mentally incapable of understanding the charges
against him and was unable to defend himself. He now is in Alcatraz prison in California.
Davis and Carl "Alward Burton,
24, Redwood City, pleaded guilty
last March to kidnapping Trooper
William Robert Little in Van
Buren, Mo., and taking-him in a
stolen car to Paducah. Ky.
Judge Brooks sentenced both
Davis and Burton to life imprisonment. If Davis' request is
granted, he would get a new trial.

Nancy Adams To
Be Featured At
Memphis MOAT
Miss Nancy Aoams, wen-known
Fulton vocalist, wil be featured
on a Pop Concert at the Memphis
Open Air Theatre (MOAT) on
Aug. 26.
She and her trio will be featured on three tunes and the trio
will be featured with the big
band (the Memphis orchestra),
with Nancy on vocal. Harlo McCall will be directing an arrangement written by Murray State
College's professor of music, Paul
W. Shahan.
Last xcar Nancy was also feap oe\iftc annual concert. She
turr
e delis/0er of Mr. and Mrs.
is
Ti man Adams of this city and
this fall will be a sophomore at
Murray State.
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Sebra Evans
Returns Home

Martin Man Is
Found In His
Home Attic

Elsewhere la US $3

Number Thirty-Two

Fulton Schools Open In Late August;
First Integrated High School Classes
7500 To 9000
Expected To Vote
In Tenn. Election

was remainSebra Evans,
sible for the orga*ation of the
Twin Cities Imprirrement Committee back a number of years
ago, and his wife, have returned
to Fulton to make their home.
Wednesday Mr. Evans took over
tire job of "second trick" Yard
Master for the I. C. here. Since
June 1, he has beau General Yard
Master at Merripkik and before
that wa.s Trainmanter of the Fulton District with headquarters in
Memphis for the past four or five
years.

Yearly: trade area BE

Between 7500 and 9000 citizens
n Obion County are expected to
go to the polls to vote in the Tenlessee election Thursday (today),
according to political observers.
Many more are registered and
otherwise qualified to cast a vote
but, as is usually the case, there
will be many too busy or uninterested to bother to go to the
polls, perhaps a sad commentary
on the attitude of many Americans but, nevertheless, one which
conscientious voters everywhere
have to put up with.
The polls open at 9 a. m. in
South Fulton Thursday and close
at 4 p. m.
The primary will have by far
the most interest for the most
people. Offices up for election include the governorship of Tennessee, a U. S. Senate seat, a post
on the Tennessee Public Service
Committee, the post of state senator and that of direct representative.

Late August will see the opening of the Fulton City
Schools with its first integrated class rooms.
Superintendent W. L. Holland said today that 23
Negro students had made application to enter the Fulton City Schools in the high school class rooms. Mr. Holland said that the Negro students have been interviewed as new students and they will enter into the school
curriculum when classes begin on September 2.
Permission was granted the
Negro high school students to enter the Fulton schools last October 3, but a Federal Judge extended the date of entrance to
this term of school after a petition was filed by the local board
setting forth the hardships that
would ensue by entering students
after school had started.
At the same time Mr. Holland
said that no further developments
could be reported regarding the
annexation of additional territory
to the present Fulton Independent
School district. County residents
having appealed a decision by the
State Superintendent of Education that some students in the
immediate area attend the consolidated school at Hickman, Mr.
Holland said that any further
action from that appeal must be
decided by the courts.
In integrating its high school

the Fulton Independent School
system now joins the majority of
Kentucky schools that have integrated their class rooms in a generally orderly fashion. Fulton
residents have accepted the integration order in the manner in
which it was intended and no difficulty
foreseen.
Mr. Holland said that on August 27 the school faculty will attend a meeting; on August 28 a
health clinic will be held and on
August 29 at nine o'clock first
grade students will enter to buy
books and in the afternoon at
1:30 the students of the second,
third and fourth grades will buy
books. Mr. Holland said that this
schedule is being maintained to
eliminate congestion and long
waits at the book store.
Monday, September 1 is Labor
Day and a school holiday, however on September 2 classes will
assemble for lesson assignments
and on Wednesday class room
studies will begin.
Following a school board meeting next Monday night Mr. Holland will release the faculty memstart selling gate admission tic- bers and their substitutes who
kets on Aug. 9 to the Twin-Cities will be employed at the school for
Carnival, which will also be held the 1958-59 school term.
in connection with the pool openSCHOOL TO OPEN
ing. Price of tickets will be 10c,
The South Fulton schools will
and the purchase of a ticket entitles the purchaser to • chance open on Aug. 25, with all students
on the door prize. You don't have reporting on that day. Teachers
to be present to win. There will will attend a workshop at the
also be a lot of other special school beginning Aug. 14.
prizes during the day.
Mrs. Rbert Batts is in charge
of the opening day's activities,
which will get underway at 1 p.
m. and will continue until late
that night.
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15 Beautiful Young Ladies Are
Entered In Beauty Contest Here
At present 15 beautiful young
ladies from Fulton and South
Fulton have been entered in
"Miss Twin-Cities" beauty contest, which will be sponsored by
the Fulton Rotary Club at the
opening of the Willow Plunge
Swimming Pool on Aug. 20. Many
more candidates are expected to
be sponsored by local merchants.
Dan Taylor, Flynn Powell and
E. C. Grisham are on the committee in charge of arrangements.
The beauty contest will be an
annual affair.
The Fulton Cub Scouts will

Billy Pate, 28-year-old insurance agent of Martin missing
since Thursday night. Tuesday
was found in the attic of his home,
it was learned Wednesday.
Mr. Pate, whose car was found
in Obion River near Greenfield
early Friday, was discovered by
his stepmother, Mrs. Be rtie
Young Pate.
Mr. Pate's wife and her motherin-law went to their home early
Tuesday and found the back door
of the home heti been opened.
Martin police etila Mr. 'Pete,
when questioned, said he remembers his car went into the river
and recalls swimming a short distance Thursday night.
He told police he could recall
nothing else until he returned
home Monday night.
Mrs. Edward Jacobs of St.
Earlier, a theory of foul play
had been discarded by Tennessee Louis, who was taken off the
Bureau of Investigation Agent Panama Limited here Sunday
night after suffering a heart atJohn Cribbs, who investigated.
tack, died Wednesday morning at
2:30 at Jones Hospital.
RECEIVE MASTER DEGREES
The body was -prepared by
Mrs. Mildred Moore and Mrs. Whitnel Funeral Horne and was
Kellie Lowe, Sr., both of Fulton, delivered by ambulance to the
will receive their Master Degrees Rindsrop Funeral Home in St.
at Murray State College Friday Louis Wednesday.
afternoon at 4. This will be the
Services will be held Friday
biggest class in the history of the morning at St. Louis and burial
school.
will be in the B'Nai Arnoona
Cemetery there.
Two of her daughters, Mrs.
Jerome Korach and Mrs. Alvin
Segilbohm, both of St. Louis,
Frank Cardwell, son of Mr. and were at her bedside at the time
Mrs. Ernest Cardwell, West street, of her death.
Fulton, has passed the NROTC
ON BOARD OF TRUSTEES
examination and will receive a
at
Unischolarship
the
four-year
Rev. Carl M. Robbins, superinversity of Mississippi at Oxford.
tendent of the Lexington District,
Cardwell is a corporal in the and former pastor of the First
U. S. Marine Corps and recently Methodist Church in Fulton, has
completed prep school at Bairn- been elected a member of the
bridge,' Md. Following his four Lambuth College Board of Trusyears at Ole Miss he will have tees, succeeding Dr. W. C. Newfour years active duty as a com- man, who has retired.
missioned officer.
Mr. and Mrs. Bates Byars of
Cardwell, who will major in
engineering, will .be home for Dukedom and Mr. and Mrs. John
about two weeks before report- McClanahan of Fulton spent the
weekend at Kentucky Lake.
ing on Sept. 17.

St. Louis Woman Credit Company
Has Attack;
Opens Office To
Dies In Fulton Collect Accounts

Cardwell Gets
Scholarship

With a growing clientele in
Fulton the Central Creditors'
Service Company, Inc. of Jackson, Tenn. has moved a branch
office to Fulton. Jim Milam, a
former Fultonian, well known IX
this area has opened an office at
114 Paschall Street in South Fulton for the purpose of serving
local business houses with credit
and collection systems, collections
and credit investigations.
Mr. Milam also has an office
in Bolivar, Tenn. and is opening
the Fulton office to give better
service to his growing account list.
The Central Creditors' Service
also has collection facilities in 48
States.
The Fulton office will be attended at all times with Mr.
Milam giving personal attention
to collections, assisting his clients
in the establishment of credit and
collection systems and in credit
investigations. Mr, Milam is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Milam
of near Fulton.

County Needy
To Miss Work Of
Mrs. Hardin

Out of service, but not retired
is the way to describe the future
of Mrs. Vodie Hardin, who has
completed more than 14 years of
service with the Department of
Economic Security. "Miss Emily",
as she will always be known to
the hundreds of welfare dependents who leaned on her strong
shoulder, reached the retirement
requirement in the State's Department of Welfare on July 31. Next
April Mrs. Hardin would have
served 15 years as a field worker
in the department and you can
rest assured that there was a heap
of helping embodied in those
years
Few people know . . . and you
can beat your rock bottom dollar
that "Miss Emily" would never
tell them . . . of the inestimable
good that this wonderful lady did
for the county's unfortunate citizens. In her position she administered to old age pensioners, the
needy blind and dependent children.
Mrs. Hardin will surely keep
up with those people, its her nature, and to her we wish a happy
and well earned retirement. Mrs.
Hardin is the widow of the late
Vodie Hardin.

Mrs. Susan Brundige
Dies Wednesday

Mrs. Georgia Hill is in Mobile,
Ala., visiting her sister, Mrs. F. E.
Elliott. Her granddaughter, Anna
Mrs. Susan Brundige of DresElizabeth Hood, who has been
spending the summer here, ac- den, Route 4, died Wednesday
morning at 3 at Jones Hospital
companied her home.
in Fulton. She was 88.
Services will be held at the
New Hope Church near Latham
Thursday afternoon et 2. The Rev.
Arthur Wilkerson and the Rev.
Casey Pentecost will pfficiate.
these years that Bob and Busye Burial, under direction of W. W.
Jones Funeral Home of Martin,
Fall Binford have lived away will be in the church cemetery.
'I ve wanted to "pay
from Fulton!
Mrs. Brundige was born on May
them a visit"—so the time had 30, 1872 in Weakley -County,
finally come! And we continued daughter of the late Mr. and Mrs.
our way through the Alabama Jim Brundige. She was a member
state toward Birmingham. We of the New Hope Church.
She leaves four sons, Sherman
drove up in front of the Binford
home which sets at the foothills and Carlos Brundige, both of
of the mountain on a street lined Dresden, Route 4, Clifton Brunwith beautiful trpes and lovely dige of Cleveland. Ohio and
homes. Bob and Susye were sit- Brownlow Brundige of Dresden;
ting on their comfortable screen- two half-sisters, Mrs. Zula Dunn
ed porch awaiting the arrival of of Martin and Mrs. Laura Carr of
"the gypsies." Soon we had un- Pahnersville, Route 2; five grandloaded our gear and were engag- children and two great-grandchiling in conversation which lasted dren.
Pallbearers will be Carlos,
into the wee small hours of the
next morning. Susye had preter- Brownlow, Sherman, Clifton,
ed a delicious dinner (as only Johnnie and Dewey Brundige.
Susye can) and we had much conTAKE* TO KENNEDY
versation with the "Binford gals".
Fall and Jane. It is always a joy
Floyd Pewitt of Fulton was
to visit with Bob and Susye. We taken to Kennedy General Hosmany
with
morning
left the next
pital in Memphis Tuesday in a
Continued from Page Four
Whitnel ambulance.

Vacation Turns Into "Friend Hunt" With Sunshine Thrown In

Da_
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Davis Pleads
Insanity, Asks
For New Trial

—AT-Witiftilar monthly meeting of the South Fulton City
Council Monday night, Mrs. Elizabeth Nell Liliker was named
tax assessor for South Fulton. She
will be assisted in her duties by
her father, Marvin Sanders.
Besides routine business, the
new Siegel Factory building was
Chief of Police and Mrs. Rex
discussed and it was announced
that as soon as plans for the build- Ruddle and children spent their
ing are completed, bids will be vacation last week at Kentucky
Lake.
let.

Tom Forsee Speaks
To Rotary Club

nir

Judge Louie B. Nunn of Glasgow, Ky. Thursday announced his
candidacy for the Republican
nomination for Governor of Kentucky. In his formal announcement, Judge Nunn said. "I want to
be your Governor. I realise that
I sin seeking an office of tremendous importance, and I assure you that I am motivated by
an honest and sincere desire to
work for and with the people for
the advancement of Kentucky and
for the prosperity and happiness
of all Kentuckians."
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her as soon as we left that we
would not talk radio, newspaper,
public affairs. or maid service. I
wanted a complete blank mind.
The request was granted for
about two miles out of Fulton ...
after that . Mary-Nelle analyzed
the radio programs from Martin
to New Orleans and points inbetween.
And as long as I've known
Mary-Nelle I know now why her
mother must have vaccinated her
with a phonograph needle . . .
Mrs. McDade knew that MaryNelle was destined to be a radio
program director and announcer
. . . a 1-a-a-a-dy announcer.
(So here's Mary Nelle)
Well, Jo, you know how I love
all of my friends . . . and rye
always wanted to take a trip and
stop all along the way to see
everyone. Even though we did
have to go about thirty miles off
our route Jo, you were real co-

operative to do just that in order
for us to stop in Athens, Alabama
to see some very dear friends of
mine whom I met at Annapolis
during June week. You see, their
darling daughter, Ginger, was one
of "my girls" when I had the
privilege to be a chaperone during the festivities at the Naval
Academy. Perry and Marvin
took Ginger up to Annapolis and
left her with me while they went
on to New York with their smaller daughter, Faye. You may well
know how delighted I was to have
such a delightful little "southern
belle" for one of our guests. It
was a wonderful week for all of
the gals who were guests of the
midshipmen and how happy it
made me to add such a lovely
family to my list of friends. Well,
Perry was certainly the surprised
one when I stood at the doorway
of her charming home in Athens
After much pleasant conversation

and a delicious lunch we were on
our way again down through Alabama. We stopped briefly in Decatur where I called another
friends, Mrs. Parker, who is the
mother of one of Don's classmates.
(End Mary Nelle)
It was only because Mrs. Parker was critically ill that Mary
Nelle didn't go by and talk Navy
to her Leaving Decatur I started
concentrating on the wonderful
visit we have would have with
Susye and Bob Binford in Meadowbrook and I prohibited Mary
Nelle from reading the map for
fear she would see a town some
fifty miles distance of somebody
she knew somewhere and we
would have to detour. Fact is we
asked service stations how to get
to Birmingham so Mary Nelle
wouldn't read the map.
(Enter Mary Nelle)
Yes, you know Jo, during all
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A New and Beautiful Fulton Looms As Progressive
Merchants Undertake Main Street Modernization
Nothing succeeds like success, of
that there can be no doubt.
And the twin cities of Fulton anti
South Fulton have achieved great
success in retaining the fine payroll
of the Henry I. Siegel garment factory and bringing to the community
another great industry like the FerryMorse Seed Company.
Both of these success stories have
motivated local leaders into achieving
greater accomplishments along the
industrial front and it is heartening
to all of us to see the re-activation of
the Twin City Improvement Committee.
For a long time Many of us took
the "what's the use" attitude. And
even though a lot of merchants knew
that a paint-up job here, and a spruceup job there was only a drop in the
bucket compared to the tremendous
job that had to be done, we can see
now that the slow process of making
Fulton a prettier community has
surely paid off. For as surely as we're
living here those incidents of Main
Street Development had a great influence in showing prospective industries that at least our merchants were
trying to make our business district,
and even our residential districts
more attractive areas.
Now that we anticipate the arrival
of new families into the city we are
feeling much like a gracious hostess
who wants to do her house cleaning
before the guests arrive.
Already several down-town business establishments are in the process
of beautifying their stores and from
what we can learn there are many

Next Monday, August 11, the nominating committee for the re-activated
Twin City Improvement Committee
will meet to name its chairman. We
sincerefy hope that by the time the
committee meets that paint brushes
will be flying like whirl winds around
Fulon so when the new Siegel and
Ferry-Morse plants open their beautiful new doors that the twin cities will
be as eager and gracious hostesses and
have their house cleaning done and
the welcome mat brushed off thorougly for the arrival of our very welcome
new friends.
With our houses in order we will
have transcended from the community that nobody wanted to the community where everybody wants to
come a-calling.
This is one time that "keeping up
with the Joneses" is positively in
order. For we hope that one clean up
job will breed another, if for no other
reason than to keep up with the fellow next door. For the "fellow next
door" is going to find himself somewhat embarrassed to see that his place
of business is the deterring factor to
the overall beauty of our city.

a

gious outlook.
BUT RELIGION is not a substitute
for psychiatry — .any more than it
is a substitute for surgery. Nor is
psychiatry a substitute for religion.
Psychiatry is a branch of medicine—
not a religion.

THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
Voted "Best All Around" in class in Kentucky
in 1954 Kentucky Press Association judging
Successor of various weekly papers in Fulton, the first of which was founded in 18110
post Office Box 485

Fulton, Kentuck!

Published Every Thursday of The Year
& PAUL and jOHANNA M. WESTPHELINU
Editors and Publishers
& imariber of the Kentucky Press Association
A sisimabor of the Fulton County Farm Bureau
Subscription Rates: $2 00 per year in Fulton
Hickman, Graves Counties, Ky., and Obion
and Weakley Counties, Tenn., Elsewhere
throughout the United States $3.00 per year.
Entered as second Class matter June 28, 1933
at the Post office at Fulton, Kentucky, under
the United States postal act of March_ 18'9.
Thursday, August

7, 1958

FROM THE FILES:—

Turning Back The Clock-.

on Wednesday. Aug. 17. Speaking
by Ben Kilgore and M. D Royse
Miss Peggy Williams with a 44 'will begin at 10:45.
was medalist Tuesday morning in
Rev. Warner C. Barham. Prethe ladies day tournament at the
Fulton Country Club, in which siding Elder of the Union City
thirteen players from Paducah District, Methodist Churches, anparticipated. Mrs. Park Davis was nounces that Bishop Hoyt M.
Paducah medalist. Mrs. Jim Nel- Dobbs has appointed Rev. J. L.
son and Mrs. Joyt Moore won low Parr, Jr., as pastor of the South
putts prizes, and Mrs. Ward Bus- Fulton Circuit, composed of
hart and Miss Jane Melton of Chapel Hill, Harris, New Hope
Richmond won the blind bogey and Walnut Grove churches, efhole.
fective now instead of Louis
Evans.
Fultgri city council met in reguMembers of the South Fulton
lar session Monday night at the
city hall, with all members pre- board of aldermen met in regusent. Routine buisness matters lar session at the city hall last
were conducted, and a petition Friday night. A committee was
from business firms and citizens appointed to contact the Kentucseeking a movement for a P. W. ky highway department regardA.. project to control the Harris ing the water that flowed down
Fork Creek and prevent its over- West St. onto State Line.
flow in business and residential
Interest continues to grow in
districts of Fulton was presented
the Horse Show which is being
by J. Paul Bushart.
sponsored Tuesday, Aug. 23, at 8
The Fulton County Farm Bu- p. m., under the aupices of the
reau will hold its annual picnic Young Business Men's Club of
and barbecue at the Fair Grounds, Fulton.
August 5, 193S

•

is the finest place on earth to live.
Let us, by all means, refrain from
such labels as "Ferry-Morse people,"
or "they're new here", or "they're
with the new factory."
Let us at once, and even sooner,
accept our new friends as Fultonians.
Let us open wide the doors of our
churches, our civic and cultural
groups and our homes to those people
who share our common interests.
Every Fultonian should act as a hospitality committee of one to make our
new residents feel at home the minute
tile moving van deposits that first
article of furniture. Perhaps there
will be some who may never adjust
to our mode of living, but be that as
it may, we want to know in our hearts
that we tried to make them feel at
home.
Fulton is going to be home to our
new friends and having grown to love
Fulton as we have. . . there's a heap
of pleasant living in this home we call
Fulton.

Are Psychiatry And Religion Enemies?
Psychiatry and religion are not
enemies; they work together. Psychiatrists have found that sincere religious convictions are a great help towards Mental health. Priests and ministers of religion know that a healthy
mind is necessary for a healthy reli-
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ZERMONETTE OF THE WEEK

By Rev. John J. Lynch

by

other projects in the wind for more
and more beautification jobs.
Nothing, but nothing makes a town
look more prosperous than a downtown district bright with fresh and
gleaming clean-up jobs. And we learn
from Dr. John Lloyd Jones, who has
spear-headed the re-activiation of the
Twin City Improvement Committee,
that some badly needed down-town
improvements are in the co-ordinating stages.

There Will Be Adjustments For Our New Friends At
Ferry-Morse...Let's Call Them Fultonians At Once
Within a few short weeks our twin
cities will welcome the arrival of
many new families who will come to
make their home here as a result of
the opening of the Ferry-Morse Seed
Company. Several executives of the
firm have already bought homes in
Fulton indicating that they intend to
be permanent residents.
There can be no doubt about it
there will be many adjustments to
be made by these new families, especiilly if they will come from a large city
to a smaller city the size of Fulton.
it is only natural that our new residents may find differences in our
school system, our recreational facilities, our civic and fraternal life and it
must be the prime objective of every
last one of us to help our new friends
make this adjustment as soon and as
pleasant as we know how.
For we know, and we speak with
the utmost authority, that once our
new friends learn to know Fulton,
they will inexorably feel that Fulton

I STRICTLY BUSINESS

To understand why some people
confuse the relationship between religion and psychiatry, you must know
something_ of the history of psychiatry.
SIGMUND FREUD (1856-1939)
was the first explorer in the field of
psychiatry. He thought he had found
a substitute for religion. But, like
many a great explorer before and
since (Columbus, for instance, thinking America was India) he failed to
identify the new territory opened up
by his genius and labor. Instead of

finding a substitute for religion, he
proved a help-mate for it.
Many Psychiatrists tonay — ever
thankful for the tools and techniques
pioneered by Freud — see the true
relation between psychiatry and religion.
And Dr. William C. Menninger,
founder of the famous Menninger
Clinic, agrees with Jung: "Christ
Himself, centuries ago, laid down one

of the principles of mental health
that we now recognize as of paramount importance . . . 'For whosoever will save his life shall lose it, but
whosoever will lose his life for My
sake will save it.' ... It is still a magnificent precept. If you can follow it,
you will never live to make a date
with a psychiatrist."

birth announcement at that time.
I am enclosing $3.00 for renewal
of "The News".

LETTERS TO
THE EDITORS

Thanks again,
Mrs. Glenn Underwood
15914 Perk Ave. Rear Cottage)
Harvey, Ill.

TEE NEWS widows* expressions tram Its realms. Bueb
items mwst be sins& but
So. San Gabriel, Calif
same will be ommittod from'
Dear Editors:
publication If roumisbill.
I've been getting your paper
July 30, 1958
only a few weeks, and have en15914 Park Ave joyed it so much, as I was born
Harvey, Ill.
and raised near Fulton, Levi
Snow being my father.
Dear Editors,
So. I'm enclosing a check for
I want to ask a favor of you.
My brother is in service and I am $3.00 for a year's subscription.
sure he'd love to hear from his Would have sent the money soonmany friends in Fulton, so would er but my daughter was hospitalized in Oregon and I've been
you please print his address:
James E. Kindred, U. S. 52469- there for a few weeks.
530, Co. "C" Sp. Tug. Regt., Class
•
Respectively yours,
345, U. S. A. T. C. A., Ft. Knox,
Mrs B. D. Fakes
Ky
visitor
The News is a welcome
July 31, 1958
In our home. I have started something new in my home. When I Dear Paul and Jo:
get the News I am always thrilled;
Thank you very much for sendbut of course some of the news ing us "The News".
As
is not good. So, I get my "Get Peggy and I get home often as
we would
Well" cards and turn to hospital miss out on some a
the important
news and address cards to all happenings if it
wasn't for your
those I know in the hospital, so newspaper.
please don't let me miss an issue
I am enclosing a check for $3.00
of a very "newsy" paper from that will keep
me on your subhome. We will be home the last scription list for
another year.
of August to show off our son,
born Feb. 15, 1958. By the way,
Sincerely yours,
thanks so much for printing the
Godfrey Binford
foil or brown paper over pie the
last 20 minutes of baking.
To make pie filling from frozen
fruit, place frozen fruit in a saucepan. Break gently with a table
fork. Start over low heat. Mix
sugar and flour together. When
fruit begins to melt, add sugar
mix. Stir with fork to avoid
breaking fruit. Cook until thickened. Bake pie the usual length
of time. DO NOT freeze pie baked
with frozen fruit filling. The
second freezing will cause additional loss of flavor and juice.
Just remember to use your

freezer as a "checking account,
rather than savings account."

Fulton Navy Officers
Return From Norfolk
Eugene Waggoner and Charles
Thomas have returned from Norfolk, Va., where they completed
two weeks active duty training
In the Navy Ship Activation
School.
Waggoner holds the rank of
Lieutenant Commander and
Thomas that of Lieutenant.
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around town with

Telephone
Talk

Iluida Jewell
I've got permission from June
McClanahan, office girl at the
News, to tell you a good one on
her Saturday morning. June went
out collecting and stopped by the
police station to pay a parking
ticket for our boss, Paul. She
parked near the police station,
put money in the meter, then
went in to pay the 50c. Inside she
learned the time limit on the ticket had expired and the fine was
$1.00. June returned to the office
for more money and when she returned to her car, she had a ticket. She returned again to the
News Office, parked her car
where there was no meter, and
walked back to the police station
to pay the second parking ticket.
Can you beat that?
The News has learned from the
Sheriff of Lake County that the
story concerning a boy being killed after diving into a bed of
snakes at Reelfoot Lake, was just
a rumor.
The story was circulating
in. Fulton and over the area all
last week. It was told that a boy
&peed into the water and came up
usith 14 snakes hanging onto his
body, and he died immediately.
It was also reported that a portion of the lake was closed.
Al Hutchison, owner of EdgeWater Beech, said that he had received numerous calls about the
story. He said that it must have
started when several snakes

by
HAROLD WILEY
Your Telephone Manager

were brought to Tiptonville last
week. These were not killed at
the lake, but up in the hills.
Dr. R. V. Putnam and Dr. Shelton Owens, optometrists, have announced the removal of their office from their present location
at 309 Main Street to 309 Carr
Street. According to the two doctors, their office hours will continue the same, from 8:30 a. m.
to 5 p. m., daily.

HAD YOUR "TALKIE" BREAK this morning? It's
mighty good with that second cup of coffee. A leisurely
phone call, and you can catch up on the news ... swap
recipes ... enjoy the kind of friendly, unhurried visit that
makes phoning the fun-time of the morning. And anytime
you need it, your telephone is there. It helps with your
errands... keeps you in touch ... assures you of immediate help when emergencies arise. So when it's time for a
few minutes of leisure, enjoy them with a friend. Have a
"talkie" break—by phone!

Margaret and Stanley Jones had
a very unusual vacation recently.
As you know, they are co-owners
of the beautiful Park Terrace
Restaurant and Motel. Well, they
decided not to go out of town, but
to spend their vacation right here
in Fulton.
' So, the couple moved into one
of the plush rooms of their own
motel and had their meals at
their own restaurant. They forgot they had a home up on Walnut treet. During the day, there
was golf and swimming at the
country club.
On the second night of their
vacation, we understand that their
children decided to Join them.
They report a wonderful time.

• • •

VACATION*0:Be sure
you have a place to stay!
Camping out in the car is
no way to start a vacation.
Smart travelers phone ahead for reservations. lust
another way that your. telephone can help make your
vacation a happy one. And
while you're away, remember to keep in touch with the
folks at home. A Long Distance call can reassure them...
add peace of mind to your trip. Costs so little, too. For
bargain rates call after six and all day Sunday. Save even
more by calling Station-to-Station.

Volunteers have been soliciting
door to door the past week for the
first Salvation Army drive every
to be made in Fulton County.
Don't forget to give, when contacted.

SUCCESSFUL HOMEMAKING
By Marie Holland
Home Demonstrator, Kentucky
This is the time of year when
we have the task of canning. We
are also proud of our canning
after it is over but, the awful
job it is to do this hot weather.
There is one good way to relieve
your self of this hot ordeal and
that is to purchase yourself a
freezer.
It is such an easy cool job putting your meat and vegetables in
your freezer, and you will find
your home freezer can be a tremendous convenience in making
desserts that will please your
family and guests. You can prepare and freeze a wide variety of
desserts at your leisure time and
use them when time is very precious in your household.

Utilities

Plf'S may be frozen before or
after baking. Mince pies and pies
made of fruit or berries are most
satisfactory for your freezer.
Double-crust pies freeze best. In
making berry pies, it is best to
add extra thickening, since freezing develops more juice in the
fruit. Pies may be wrapped in
polyethylene or aluminum foil
Unbaked mince pies for four
months. Baked pies may be stored
for four months. All baked frozen
pies are pawed by placing them
unwrapped, in a preheated 375 F.
over for 45 minutes. Thaw unpoked pies, unwrapped, in preheated 375 F. oven for 1 hour. To
keep top crust from becoming too
brown, place a piece of aluminum

•

•

•

GOOD NEWS AHEAD: In spite of a general economic
downturn of business beginning about the middle of 1957,
Southern Bell is going ahead in 1958 with a big construction program—about $250 million. The entire Bell System
is spending $2 billion 200 million on new construction in
'58. The modernization plans under way will continue at a
normal rate . ,.research and development will be stepped
up . . ,more engineers will be trained in new arts of communications. This is good news for all of us. For, by going
ahead with "business as usual" your Telephone Company
will have a share in bolstering the well-being of our nation's
economy, and each of us will benefit from the progress
constantly being made in the operation of Southern Bell's
extensive program.
•
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Hugh Fly
Friendly Hugh Fly, owner and
operator of the Derby Restaurant
in Highlands, has the reputation
of being one of the top restaurant
men in the area.
A favorite eating spot for tourists, The Derby also brings many
people from neighboring towns to
Fulton. His place of business—a
place with friendly atmosphere—
is an asset to the community.
Mr. Ply is a member of the
Twin-Cities Chamber of Commerce, the Masonic Ladge and the
Baptist Church.
The restaurant man was born
on July 25, 1908 in Oakland,
Tenn., and is the son of the late
Mr and Mrs. Linn Fly. He received his education at Jackson,
Tenn., high school, then went to
work for the 0. J. Nance Drug
Company lunchette at Jackson,
where he remained for six years.
Next, for two and one-hall years
he was with the Stroube Drug
Co. lunchette at Baton Rouge, La.
In 1935 he went to Paducah and
for two years operated a small
restaurant of his own. In 1937 he
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went to work for the E. P. Lewis
Frigidaire Company as sales
manager, a position he held until
1952.
While holding this position he
met and married Miss Ann
George, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Harry George of Paducah.
In 1942, Mr. Fly was drafted
into the U. S. Army and was with
the 694th Field Artillery Battalion in the South Pacific. He received his discharge in December,
1945, then he and his wife moved
to Fulton, where he leased Smith's
Cafe and operated it until he
bought the Derby in 1949. While
at Smith's in downtown Fulton he
served out two floods and a fire.
Since owning the Derby, Mr.
Fly has also owned and operated
the Hickory Log Cafe on East
Fourth Street for a period of time.
The Flys have two children,
Carolyn, 10, and Steve, 6. Both
are students at Carr Institute.
Mr. and Mrs. Fly own their
home in highlands, located near
their restaurant.
Mr. Ply loves to hunt and fish
for recreation.

Liquor Store Is
Robbed Here
Friday Night
Eigh hundred dollars in cash,
four cases of whiskey, two
country hams and a pistol were
stolen from Buck Bushart's DriveIn Liquor Store here sometime
Friday night or Saturday morn_
ing, it was learned today.
According to Mr. Bushart,
thieves entered the building by
breaking a plate glass window in
the rear of the store.
The liquor store is located on
the corner of East Fourth Street
and Depot Street.
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Fulton County
Candidates To
Receive Degrees

Oil Company Has
Anniversary; Bar-B41

The Fulton News, Thursday, August 7, 1958, Page 3
Go To Church Sunday

Hickman—In celebration of 20
years of continued service to
Fulton and Hickman Counties,
ON FULTON - MARTIN HIWAY
Fulton County Oil Company staguser DAN Or mug
Commencement exercises for ed a barbecue suppeis for its cus202 Murray State College summer tomers and friends Wednesday
graduates will be Aug. 8 at 4 p. m. night, July 23.
•
in the MSC Auditorittm.
Approimately 300 men includPresident
Ralph
Murray State
ing Texaco officials from IndianaH. Woods will confer Masters De- polis, Evansville and Paducah togrees to 56 graduates and Bache- gether with J. B. Wells, rural
LaJ
lor Degrees to 146. The number highway commissioner attended
to receive degrees set a new re- the affair hosted by Pies, Ernest,
cord for August graduates at Ardel Fields, Floyd Green and
Tony Perkins
Young and Tough, but
Murray. The old record of 145 Erie Ezell.
Sophia
Loren
see THE ANSWER
was set last summer.
The company was organized in
The Fulton County candidates
for degrees are: Bachelor of 1938 by Pies and Ernest Fields
Science in Home Economics— and Walter Crsotic. The Operation
Betty L. Lacy of Fulton; Bachelor was named by Ples and Milton
AUGUST 8 - 9
of Science—Freida J. McClay of Ballow who drove the tank truck
AUGUST 10, 11, 12
-Fulton, Charles F. Sawyer of which held a capacity of 640 gallons
of
gasoline transported to
Fulton and Aline K. Shaw of
Hickman; Master of Arts in Edu- Fulton County Oil by a railroad
cation—Mildred N. Moore of Ful- tank car. And the plant storage
ton and Nelle &rats Lowe of tanks held as much as 24,000 gallons of gas.
+
Ker:
Fulton.
The company served Hickman
The Hickman County candiAG
U.S. POST'
v EI
dates are: Bachelor of Science— and vicinity in the late 30's and
Dona W. Franklin of Clinton, 40's but the operation was limited
Eras the producer el"MIN Piece"!
The Nation's first forest con- Erline Peery of Clinton and Otha as there was no such thing as
Clinton.
Hilliard
of
Mae
WILLIAM FAULKNER'S
pumps
in
those
days.
In
order
to
servation postage stamp goes
deliver gas to a customer Ballow
on sale October 27 at Tuchad to carry the gasoline in five
son, Arizona during the
THE STORY
gallon cans. When they received
annual meeting of the Ameran order for fuel to be delivered
THEY SAID COULD
to a boat, it took both men and as
ican Forestry Association.
many five gallon cans as they
NEVER BE FILMED!
The issue was designed by
could get their hands on to fill
the Post Office Department
THE SCREEN
the order.
to commemorate the 100th
At that time Fulton County Oil
EN011011...
74.4rdi
was located on the same lot as
anniversary of the birth of
Standard Oil and with Standard
ADULT ENOUGH
Theodore Roosevelt, one of
E.c01-6E
Oil moving over to Fulton they
this country's earliest forest
.TELL ItI
were able to expand and soon had
conservationists, mild to saWO, JIM PRYOR
IVO
enough space to store 65,000 gal•
lute the many private and
Aerkalserul apes,Illopes Coin' bikini lons of fuel.
The company officials boast that
public agencies whose coopthey still have the original tank
eration has helped make "UTILIZING FORAGE IN
although they have worn out
•
PAUL NEWMAN • JOANNE WOODWARD
SWINE PRODUCTION"
possible the progress in forthree chassis. At present they
MITHONY FR/JICIOSA • ORSON BELLES
of
some
done
by
Recent work
est conservation.
have a 16,000 gallon capacity
LEE REMICK.ANGELA LANS8ORY
our experiment stations indicate truck and enough hose and pump
First-day mailings wiH be
that good quality forage can be to satisfy any customer. Fuel is
utilized in hog production than now
cancelled with the above die
received by transport truck
is commonly used. It has been instead of
featuring the Smokey Bear found
by railroaod in the beout by work done in some
and the Keep America Green of the corn belt stations that ginning.
forest fire prevention pro- hogs, when pastured on good leS
.
Complete Line
gumes and grasses ate 20 per cent
grams.
less grain and concentrates, yet
TR It NAMING
at the same time gained nearly Hearina Aid Batteries/
IN 13.1PIMOit.t
as rapidly as those Kept on full Fur all makes of hearing aids!
Vt sus Hearing Aid Departfeed. It is a known fact that good
pasture management will provide lanai at your first opportunity.
ample forage throughout the sumCM DRUG CO.
There is to be a GA Federation mer and in this way reduce total DM Lake Street
Phase 75
costs.
feed
for the Beulah Association at the
11•4•Ned has WARN
.
sad
Matt ARTISTS
The term "good pasture manFirst Baptist Church of Union
agement" means just what the
City Thursday night at 7:30.
The girls auxiliary is a branch term implies hovever. We find
of the W. M. U. Beulah Associa- too many pastures that resemble
tion. All GA members are urged a "dry lot" than we do those that
THE YAllAG
to attend and visitors are wel- will permit hogs to make gain
AUVYATIC
NE 1A1JGH OF YOUR LIFETIME!
come. Mrs. McCord of Union City on. Hogs do best on good clover
will be in charge of the program. and legume pastures and growth
needs to be such that there is
plenty to spare. Ladino, White
FALLS, INJURES FOOT
tea Ames
Mrs. Fannie Beard fell Satur- Dutch, Red, and Crimson Clovers
liagRai demi
day morning and injured her foot. as well as alfalfa make wonderLow down paymemit,._•""6 ihs
for
hogs.
ful
pastures
She was taken to Fulton Hospiand Easy Teruo ---r•
Adequate amounts of agricultal in a Hornbeak ambulance.
tural limestone, plus recommend- BENNETT
ELECTRIC
ed amounts of fertilizer, proper
plant bed preparation and seeding
DRIVE-IN THEATRE
rates are all pre-requisites to this
Fulton-Union City Highway
type pasture. If you are considTHUR-FRL-SAT-SUN.-MON. ering one like this for next year,
it is now time to begin making
AUGUST 7-8-9-16-11
First Ran for Union City Area plans such as having the soil
tested and getting ready for limOVER 600 PAIRS OF WOMEN'S AND CHILDREN'S SHOES
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ing. Next year, you can boast of
in cars.
a job well done and profits from
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grazing such a pasture will be
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DID YOU KNOW????
That the number of farms in
the U. S. was down 2.3 per cent
in 1958 and 17 per cent under the
1948 figure.
Realized net income of farmers
in 1957 is now estimated at 11.5
billion do:lars — down 4 per cent
from 1956 — according to USDA
figures.

Stop in anytime...
meet your friends here
—you're welcome at
all times. Ask to see
and try the latest mod-

el CONN instrument
at your choice. No oh.
ligation. Ask about
our easy purchase plan

with RENTAL privilege.

GROUP No. 3
Children's Shoes

$3.80 pair
Values to $6.95
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Selected Short Subjects

Den
UNION CITY. TENN.

FRY'S SHOE STORE
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HOSPITAL NEWS
The following were patients in
the local hospitals Wednesday
morning. August 6.

The News reports your - - -

Diary of Doin's

HIllview Hospital:
Mrs. Leon Jones, Hickman;
Mrs. Ruby Lamb, Water Valley;
Mrs. Russell Cruet. Union City;
Mrs. Bodie Floyd. Dukedom; W.
W. Glover, Union City; Albert
Mosey, Dresden; Mrs. John R.
Melton, Dukedom; Clester Simmons, Dresden; Mary Kate Pewitt, Mrs. Milton Counce, Mrs.
Harry Pittman. Chap Taylor, W.
0. Bizzle, Mrs. R. H. Sullivan.
Mrs. John Yates and baby. J. T.
Chandler, Lena Maddox and Boss
Martin, ill of Fulton.

(Items gathered along Fulton's merry way
for your pleasure and your scrapbook)
August, August heralds the winter, a dear and beloved friend of ours used to say, but somehow it seems
more like August heralds the vacation peak of the year.
Its a good thing too; because somehow we've always
found August a rather difficult time to catalogue for
anything else.
August is hot and lazy . . . August is generally a
between season for wardrobes. . August is the time
of the year we double up on work . . . August is a time
when its too early to go back to school and too late for
graduation . . . too early for Fall house cleaning and a
waste of time to try to clean the windows from the
Spring dirt . . . yes, August is good for one thing alone
and that's for jotting down the comings and goings of
the people we know and love.
For instance everybody in Fulton will be happy to know the
whereabouts and the wonderful
measure of success that has come
to MORRIS HOWELL a former
Fultoman who is now living in
Fort Collins, Colorado. The news
about Morris comas to us from
another former Fultonism, T. J.
KRAM:EFt, SR., who sent us a
clipping from the Fort Collins
Coloradoan in the issue of June
30th. Morris is pictured with his
lovely wife and children. Penne
and Steve, as they visited at the
Chateau Lake Louise at Lake
owells
Louise in Canada. The
were in Canada for a week attending meetings of the Equitable
Life Insurance Company. Morris
has been living in Fort Collins
for 32 years and is one of the
most prominent citizens of that
town_
Members of the Fulton Lions
Club and the Fulton Rotary Club
will be especially interested in
the Howell family as we are sure
many, many other Fulton friends
will be, too!
'Tis much more success we wish
the Morris Howell family and a
greater wish that some day we
might take a little cruise in the
Howell yacht.
Mr`, Kramer's letter informed us
too that George Hester was also
a recent visitor in Fort Collins
and the Kramers had a nice visit
with George. Its always good to
hear from our Kramer friends,
Junior and Senior too. The senior
Kramers have been in Fort Collins since May 28th and will remain there until late in September. Sure hope the Kramers come
to Fulton on their way back to
their home in Illinois.
Fultonians have certainly
wended their way toward Pensacola, Florida way this year. The
Dan Taylors and the Cecil Lee

Is your insurance nonMine is.
Know of anyone who
has had their insurance
cancelled?
I Do
Want to make your insurance non-Cancellable?
See or Call
BOB HYLAND
I
Insurance Agency
Phone 1185 — Box 715

Wades enjoyed a nice vacation at
the El Mar Cottages on Pensacola Beach as did the Raymond
Adamses who spent their wedding
trip at the same apartment motel.
Incidentally the El Mar is owned
and operated by the Browns. . .
Mrs. Brown is a former Fultonian
whe, lived in the Palestine Community . . as memory serves US
she was a former Miss Woodrow
. . (if we're wrong we'll gladly
stand corrected).

CMEENS OF TOMORROW: Top Row (I to r) SCOTTY, age 7,
BOB, age 8, sons of Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Boyd of Fulton. grandsons of Mr. and Mrs. Claude A. Boyd of Fulton and Mrs. Jessie
Monza. Clinton. Ky. SUSAN ANN MULCAHY. see 8 months.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. C. J. Mulcahy of Fulton. granddaughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Earl C. Mulcahy and Mg, and Mrs. Barney
Speight of Fulton.
6 C. daughter el Dr.
Bottom Row (I to r) GAIL BUSHART,
and Mrs. Glynn Bushaxt of Fulton. granddaughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Bill Rice of Louisville, Ky. WILMA PRANCES CLOYS. age
/, years, ftewhter of Mr. and Mrs. Ira Cloys el Pones, grand2,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. T. D. Brooks ot Fulton. TIELITHA
NADINE BLACK. age 3 years, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. George
Black of Fulton. granddaughter at Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Harrison
and Mr. and Mn. W. A. Black of adman. U.
accompanied home by her ruse
grandson and Jack's wife, Nancy.
Young Jack Tillman Thorpe is
worth every adjective his proud
grandmother pays to him and we
urge that she pay him more. We
have a sort of standard rule
(jokingly though) at the Radio
Station that we allow mothers
two minutes to rave about their
children, but grandmothers we
allow five minutes. At the moment we haven't had too much
trouble with this time restriction,
except that when we find mothers
and grandmothers with lots of
children the restriction must be
limited again . . . since this is
Clarice's first grandson we are
thinking of allowing her 25
minutes to talk about Jack Tillman . ok with you?

an interesting intinerary mapped
out for a tour of various countries
before conning home. They left
July 28 from Djarkarta. Indonesia by plane and will visit
Hongkong. Calcutta. Delhi, Bombay, Cairo, Istanbul, Athens,
Rome, Florence and Venice. At
Stuttgart, Germany they will purchase a new Mercedes-Benz and
contirue their tour by motor to
Munich, Zurich, Paris, BursseLs
and on to London They will sail
from Southampton on October 3rd
on the Mauretania, docking in
New York on October 9th, and
there'll be a happy day here when
they arrive to visit their parents,
Mr. and Mrs. W. L Holland.

L_011mol
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Now BUTLER Conditioned Air

Free y

STOR-N-DRY SYSTEM
Here's the economical way to dry corn with a moisture
content as high as 30% to safe storage levels. New
Butler system uses fan and medium range beater to dry
corn in the bin. Saves money,saves work—no extra handling, no separate dryer needed. Can also be used as extended period batch dryer for corn that will be stored
In other facilities.
Operates dependably regardless ofcold or wet weather
for only pennies per day. Requires little or no attention.
Available on Butler bins to 2200 bushel. Automatic temperature and humidity controls optional.
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A. C. BUTTS & SONS
PASCHALL ST.
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All New and Sensational
in "COLOR"

FULTON COUNTY FARM BUREAU

"Tarzan's
Fight For Life"
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HITS!!

FRIDAY & SATURDAY

Stihlf Don't tell
a soul who cid itl

For

WE

CONGRATULATIONS ...

T W 0 B—I—G

af*PeRf

ectitita.

We really had fun . but if Jo lame as on smagli sad IN ari hat
will let this get by—and go to
press—I must tell this story on
CITY DRUG CO.
her . . well, perhaps you know
a
Fulton, Hy.
that Mis Jo can't swim nary
Lake St.
lick. And the Gulf of Mexico ain't
no healthy place to be playin'
around in—iffen you cant stay afloat. So, Mis Jo she's real eager
SPINET PIANO
Jews Hospital:
(in that green Bikini) and she
Pete Mansfield, Martin; Mrs. rushes into the gulf! And—what WANTED: Responsible party
James McKelvey. Hickman; Mrs. hoppens? Well, one of them 'bid
to take over low monthly pay0. D. Cook, Mrs. Ruby Neisler. ole waves had been rollin' around
Roy Nabors, Mrs. Flodie Wheeler, way out in the Gulf and all at ments on a spinet piano. Can
Eva Mas Roberts, Billy Meacham, once It decided to come ashore—
be seen locally. Write Credit
Mrs Willie Lou Bram, Mrs. C. and it did—bringing flotsam and
Manager, P. O. Box 11, ShelbyW. Harper, Mrs. B. J. Williams. jettsam—and Jo! All Yours Truly
Indiana.
ville,
T. M. Milner, Mrs. James Carter could see was a streak of green,
air.
the
in
feet
and
down
head
and Mrs. Herbie Cathey and baby.
When the apparition finally got
all of Fulton.
untangled, it was hard to deterFulton Hospital:
mine what it was, Merfaid, porMrs. Jessie Hicks, Water Val- poise—or me fren. Jo. It was Jo
ley; Mrs. Kerine Hicks, Wayne, alright, but her hair (that she
Mich. J W. Dunn, Lansing. Mich.: had spent $2.50 on before we left)
R. C. Moore, Union City; Frank was a mass of starfish, sand dolFor Every Occasion
Mooney, Hickman; Claud Hall, lars. seaweed—and all of the sand
Hickman; John John, Water Val- in the gulf!
.HALLMARK greeting Cards
ley: Mrs. Cecil Gardner and baby.
(End Mary Nelle)
Water Valley; Mrs. George Duty,
didn't
To tell you the truth I
Hickman; Mrs. Jessie Evans. Clinmuch of the
ton; Patricia Thorpe, Wingo; Mrs. have time to write
you stand by
011ie S. Staggs, Union City; Ewing story this weak, but
have more
Polka
20-3
Wilson. Water Valley; Mrs. Clar- next week and I'll
ence Murphy, Wingo; Mrs. S. T. than my say.
Bowlin. Dresden; Mrs. R. L Confor fun)
(To be continued .
ley, Alamo, Tenn., Audrey Whitlock. Wingo; Mrs. Mammie Bellew, Crutchfield; Mrs. Elbert
Winstead. Mrs. Smith Brown,
Water Valley; Mrs. Finis Usury,
Mrs. Catherine Lowe. Mrs. Milburn Connor, Mrs. R. V. Putnam,
Sr.. Mrs. Evans Ellegood, Dewey
Johnson, Mrs. Nannie Guilt, Mrs.
Lubie Barclay, Mrs. J T. Travis,
Mrs. Jeanie Scott, Mrs. S. A. McDade. Mrs. Will Beard and Woodrow Brown, all of Fulton.

It was good to see MR. AND
MRS. HAROLD PEEPLES as
visitors in Fulton with his grandmother, Mrs. Mary Campbell on
Jefferson St. Harold's father,
RAYMOND PEEPLES, was the
founder of the Parisian Laundry
which has now merged with the
OK Laundry to be known as the
Parisian-OK Laundry. The Harold
Peeples family lives in Greenville,
Mississippi and have returned to
Roper Fields, J. A. Norment
their home. You can just know
and Lawson Roper attended a laythat Mrs Campbell was certainly
men's meeting of the Methodist
BYRON BLAGG has arrived in
delighted to see her great grandChurch at Lake Juniluska, N. C.
and
aunt
his
to
with
Fulton
visit
HARRIET
PEEPLES,
daughter,
VACATION TURNS—
last week.
who was with her parents on uncle. Florence end Frank
enByron
believe
Continued from rage One
Beadles.
We
their visit to Fulton.
Miss Suaan Stokes was honored
joys coming to Fultoomare'n any'VENERABLE TOM HALES has body we know and whet is more on her 15th birthday with a love- happy memories of a pleasant few
some kind of a record which he the young folks are always mighty ly party given by her parents. hours.
We reached our destination,
says he earned after great discus- happy to have Byron around be- Mr. and Mrs. Fred Jolley at their
sion with many of Fulton's belov- cause he manages to keep some- home on Park Avenue Thursday Pensacola, Florida, late that afternoon and drove up in front of
evening at 8.
ed older citizens. Tom says he is thing going all the time.
Miss Stokes received many nice the beautiful Officer's Club at the
the oldest married man in Fulton.
Tis a speedy recovery we wish gifts. The evening was spent in- U. S. Naval Air Station just in
He bases his claim on the fact
that he was married in Fulton on MRS. R. L. CONLEY who is a formally. A salad plate and birth- time to see the Second Class of
January 15, 1905 and has never patient in the Fulton Hospital. day cake were served the guests. midshipmen from the Naval
Academy and their dates leaving
lived anywhere else during his We visited Mrs. Conley the other
the club after a lovely tea dance
married life. He cited the instance day and in spite of her illness
Mrs. John Kizer of Milan, popu- that was
given in their honor. And
of many other Fultonians who that wonderful smile and gracious lar visitor in Fulton was the inperhaps have been married long- charm was right there. Mrs. Con- spiration for a bridge-luncheon how beautiful they looked, (espeer than Tom and Mrs. Hales, but ley makes her home in Alsuno, Thursday, at one o'clock at the cially to this mother) the midnone have lived longer, continu- Tenn., but she is a frequent visitor Derby. Her mother, Mrs. Clanton shipmen in their whites with gold
ously, in Fulton during their mar- in the home of her daughter and Meacham, was hostess for the and navy blue — and the lovely
girls in bouffant afternoon
son-in-law, Ruby and Maxwell party.
ried life.
dresses. And it was hard to "spot"
So, according to Tom Hales he McDade.
Luncheon was served after
has the title of being the oldest
which games of bridge were en- one midshipman named Don
Wright — because all 800 of them
And also visiting in Fulton for
. or maybe its the "longest
•married" couple in Fulton. We an all too short visit is MARY joyed during the afternoon. High look exactly alike in their uniscorer was Mrs. Robert Sanger
told Tom we would publish his FRANCES KULAN of Jackson- of Hickman and Mrs. A. C. Polk forms. So—he saw us—and you
marriage record to see if there ville, Florida who is visiting here of Monroe, La., was the bridgewould be any disputers or con- mother. Mn. Will McDade and bingo winner. The honoree was
SAVE PACilIVEY
Mr. Will. Mary Frances is the also presented a gift.
tenders to and for the title.
Buy
Auto Insurance on
BusMary
Miss
Frances
former
Our 3-PAY PLAN
We are happy to know that hart and a gal with more energy
Mrs. G. M. Dimmitt, who has
EARLINE ELLISTON, popular and ebullience than anybody we
Denver. Colo., 40% DOWN. 311% in 3 MOS.
employee of Kentucky Utilties, is ever saw. We shall never forget been visiting in
30% in 6 MONTHS
recuperating nicely after under- the wonderful time Mary Frances was met at the Memphis airport
No Interest. No earryiag
going surgery in the Baptist Hos- afforded us when we visited in Tuesday afternoon, by her daughCharges.
ter, Mrs. Hugh Pigue, and returnpital in Memphis. It may be Jacksonville many a year ago.
Your policy is typed and
ed to Fulton in a Whitnel ambuanother couple of weeks before
ready for you in a few minMrs. Charles Hornsby and Mrs. lance.
Earline can return to her post of
Mrs. Dimmitt is not ill, but her
utes, and coverage is effecduty, but that she is getting along Douglas Smith were hostesses to
nicely is good news to all of us. a miscellaneous shower honoring daughter, Mrs. Pigue thought that tive immediately.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Weldon, who she would let her mother ride
Wick Smith Agency
If you see CLARICE THORPE were recently married. The party home in comfort—the air-condiCALL 02 — 100
smiling all the time she has a real was held at the Hornsby residence tioned ambulance. It was all really appreciated, too, as the plane
justification for doing so . . . for Thursday evening.
Prize winners were Miss Cath- was five hours late and Mrs. Dim Clarice has just returned from a
visit to Chicago with Mr. and erine Smith and Mrs. Wilmer mitt and her daughter, Mrs. Mabel
Graves, who accompanied her for
Mr*. Jack Thorpe and Clarice was Wallace.
a visit, were all hot and worn
READ HOLLAND and his wife out. Mrs. Graves will return to
have left Indonesia enroute to the Denver by plane Friday.
States and Fulton and they have

ULTON)

Mist Kay Cherry has Wilk,
may well know how happy we
. Carter of
were. We stayed for dinner there guest, Miss Becky
at the club and I was delighted Tompkinsville, Ky.
to have two of Don's classmates
as our guests. I've had much coni
*,
Nkt
versation with many people but I
du believe this was the "sparklinest" what with Don, Glenn Barton, Gary Chew and Jo trying to
match wits. In fact, Jo really had
to keep on her toes! But 'twas so
Interesting to hear those young
men discuss world problems—and
what they expect of the future.

25 YEARS OF PROGRESS

AS "TARZAN"

Also—"Sleepy Time'Tcan"(Toni & Jerry Cartoon)!

SUNDAY — MONDAY & TUESDAY

Look tight on the hob — with dress
collars and tape* violists. Each size
available in three sleeve lengths and
three body lengths. Pants come in
all lengths. 29 50 waists, zipper fly.
Sanfonzed--Color fast

From one "old-timer" to another let us wish you many more years
of progress and growth. We've both come a long way in 25 years
an we'll be around with you to celebrate your every growing year
Come in to see us when you want to talk over your farm needs.

$6.96 Sidi
'I'C' DIE
JOHN GAVIN
LILO PULVER
JOG( MAHONEY • DON INFORE KF_ENAN WYNN •
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ALSO -- LATEST NEWS EVENTS !!

"The Mon Who Knows
Wears NO SMITH Clothed'

Noffel's Dept. Store.
120 I. tKF
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FOR THE BEST veal vn Office
Furniture buy Shaw-Walk.
See James 0. Butts at The
Co.,
Caldwell
Harvey
DRIVI-IN Office Outfitters,
ALL KINDS OF KEYS made
Phone 674. We trade for your
while you wait. Forrester's
old equipment.
Shoe Shop, 204 Main.

CLASRITIED ADS

WANTED: 50 acres or more of
Lespedeza pasture land to rent;
must be fenced. M. B. Major,
Hickman, Ky., phone 2992.
AUGUST sale: the prices of all
men's fall dress shoes that have
been stocked regularly by this
store will be limited during
August 1958 to $7.95 per pair,
regardless of the regular prices.
Brand names are Douglas,
Kingston and Carter. Men, buy
now !! The Edwards Store,
Mayfield, Ky.
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FREE PARKING!

LAKE STREET
LIQUOR STORE

WARD'S
MUSIC SHOP
RCA and Magnavox
TV and Hi-Fi
Phone 1655

Union City

(Complete stock)
Good selection of records
on LP sind 45 rpm
Mail orders-Snecial orders

DEATIIS
Shelby Waggener
Shelby Alexander Waggener
died Sunday morning at 8:20 at
the Hillview Ho5pital, after a
lengthy illness.
He was born March 24, 1886 in
Grives County, Ky., son of the
late Frank and Fannie Brooks
Waggener. He was a farmer and

a charter member and deacon of
the Crutchfield Baptist Church.
He leaves his wife, Mrs. -Inez
Atkins Waggener; a son, Eugene
Waggener; a daughter, Miss
Pauline Waggener; three sisters,
Mrs. Albert Miles of Martin, Mrs.
Sallie Brandon of Dyersburg and
Mrs. Fannie Byars of Chicago;
and a granddaughter, Paula Jo
Waggener.
Services were held Moncuiy afternoon at 2, at the Crutchfield
Baptist Church. The Rev. Ira Hen-

M & W Appliances

Mack Ryan
Charles Stafford

AAP HAS A SPECIAL TALENT...

215 Main
Phone 126
Fulton, Ky.

SUPER RIGHT QUALITY BEEF
(CENTER CUT)

ROUND
STEAK Lb.
Beef Rump Roast
31. Semi-Boneless Hams
Crisco
Chicken Breast
Shrimp
'37`3.".
Pie Filling

Atkins, Holman
and Fields

Expert engine tune-up and
mower sharpening.

CASHION'S
Specialized Service
Phones 559 and 459
111 East State Line

No. 2
Can

SHORTENING

FOR

RENT: Floor sanding machine and electric floor polisher and electric vacuum cleaners. Exchange Furniture Co.
Phone 35, Church Street.

011S

USED TV SETS

2 LINE
FULTON

$50.00 and up
17 and 21-inch sizes
These sets were taken in tract!!!
for new sets; some have new picture tubes.

buy it at

See them when you want
to BUY OR SELL.

Furniture Company

Spic & Span

HOT PRICES ON
Asphalt rool roofing
(108 Sq. Ft. to roll)
$1.85 roll
45-lb.
2.30 roll
55-lb.
2.65 roll
65-lb.
90-lb. with slate $3.15 roll

201 Central Ave. Phone 399

Straw Hats 1/3 Off
PLANT ENGLISH walnut trees
for profit and beauty: plant
RICE'S MEN'S WEAR
acres of them or if you just 216 Main
Phone 235
have room for one or more
shade trees, plant English walnut trees they come into bear
ing much quicker than pecan
and produce much larger crops
with a high market value. These
trees are grown here in West
Tennessee. They stand much below zero temperature. Get your
order in now to be sure of trees.
Write to W. A. Ledbetter, Fulton. Ky. Route 2 or call 14161958 MODEL
M2.
GIBSONS

AIR CONDITIONER
SPECIALS!

Phone 211

Authorized RCA -Victor
Sales and Service

TV ANTENNAS: We installtrade-repair and move. Get
our prices. We service all makes
TV. Phone 3Q7. Roper Television

1-ton, 9,400 BTU
$179.95
2:Ton, 17,400 BTU
$259.95

BURNETTE
TRACTOR COMPANY
4th St.

16-01.
Can

Phone 5

NOV/ $21.95

300 Walnut St.

CLEANER

Fulton

$29.95 VALUES

WOOD & PRUITT TV

c

22iCt
a 49`

WOOD AND PRUITT TV

Any make-any model

lots.
2 14-0z.

EXCHANGE

WELLS DRILLED for industry
and homes Modern equipment,
experienced workmen. Write
or call Watson Co., Phone 261,
Fulton, Ky

Phone 169

S

29c

Ivory Soap
4 Guest Bars . 29c
2 Lg. Bars . ...35c
2 Reg. Bars . . .21c

Ivory Snow
45 At Gi•ntweit
a9P Pkg.17

lg
P

Zest Soap
REGULAR fliZE

7nc
AL
2Bars ifs

-.101111

Watermelon
FRESH

. WHOLE
Din•

Lava Soap

2 RI3eagr 25C

YELLOW OR WEE/TE
Persian
Large Size

Lime • • •

49'
39,
39,

• • • •

GOOD QUALITY ALASKA

"C 10c

Iona Peas

2 49*
Cake Mixes
4 Can 99*
1
3/
Whole Chicken Star
3 990
:
390:
2
:
A & P Instant Coffee

Super 12-0z. .20,„
Meat Luncheon.. Right Can J7‘,
59c
Preserves tElri!t.t::., 2ua
Biscuits ::"PstrItury.2 Pkgs. 19c
• 1-Lb
Ctn.. 37c
Margarine Nutley. L 16.07
,., 25c
ea gm" can
Lima Bns
2 16:::31c
Carrots
•16-0:G
L Cane
Peas
2 Cais
Corn

MEL-0-BIT

25

6-0s.
Pkg.

Motleys

SILVER BROOK

Butte
Swiss Cheese L.65*

JI

4

Cheese Slices

Orem_

1
7
.
111
:

1-Lb. L50
f Sunnyfleld)
1-Lb. Ctn.
Roll EP
67a

DOMESTIC

FRESH CRISP JANE PARKER
DON'T MOVE WITHOUT
CALLING COLLECT

Duz

Dash
DETERGENT

555 FULTON, KY.

SOAP POWDER
20-01.,A G la ntuno
Pkg..xe Pk g

129 MAYFIELD, KY.
BLUE DOT

GILLUM
TRANSFER CO.

Duz
20-0L110A 150-0x.
Pkg. Jar Pkg

25-0z.
Pkg.

39c

Dreft

P
Chips 'Week

(5
otato
=1

49

12-0z.
Box

DETERGENT
Le. 1114 Giant no
Pkg. I
Pkg.

C

49°
Peach Pie(
33*
Danish Ring::831.•
Joy Liquid
Orange ChiffonZL).,.. 49°
67, Jelly Roll
59*
Zest Soap
Spacial

a.)

Special

Oxydol

Bring your repair jobs to

WEBB'S
Welding Blacksmith,
and Machine Shop
JAMES C. CROFT,
Owner and operator.

NOW is the time to get your
Typewriter and Adding Machine Overhauled. See Cleo
Peeples, Service Manager of
The Harvey Caldwell Company, DRIVE-IN Office Outfitters, Phone 674.

790

Potatoes25BLABG 99'
RID

Fulton Real Estate Co.

SOUTHERN STATES
Fulton Co-Operative

REPAIR SERVICE
RADIO AND TV

Pt- Tiro"ZAK
sia.41 Bot.177

CLEANSER

Guaranteed three months.

Fulton, Ky.

(

•
&011ie OOOOO•••

Comet

Variety of Patterns I
Variety of Fabrics I

300 Walnut

• Ui.
Sox
LIS )

Catsup

List your
Farm and town Property
with tha

WASH 'N WEAR
Summer Suits

790
5 zi 2"
'
Lb

U.S. NO. 1 MICHIGAN

Wesson Oil

CLEANEST
USED FURNITURE

CHEVROLET owners use genuine
Chevrolet parts for best performance service satisfaction.
Available in Fulton only at
Taylor Chevrolet Company,
"Your Authorized Chevrolet
Dealer in Fulton". Lake Street,
phone 38.

Frosh Fromm
Medium Sim

Can..95°

Paramount Oyster Hot

-Irtmrancer--

Across From Browder Mill office 203 Main St.

Super Right
Fully
Cooked

Freak
Fromm

and

Church Street

Lb. 79C

=Zile

THANK YOU-PEACH

BEST

Free pickup and delivery
in city.
--- -

P. W. Sala

(Garland Merryman, Cecil Wade)

FARM LOANS

NEED REPAIRS ?

derson officiated. Burial, under who died Sunday morning at 2
direction of Whitriel Funeral at Greenville, Ky. He was the
Home, was in Greenlee Cemetery. Lather of Orville Smith of Fultor.
Pallbearers were Lewis PatSalvation Army
rick, Charles Sadler, James Tuck,
Neil Little, J. C. Jackson, and
Truck To Bo Hero
Merchel Byrd.
The truck from the Salvation
Army Men's Social ervice Centel
will be in Fulton, Monday. Aug
11, and Tuesday, Aug. 12. n:
Services were held Monday af- pickup call the Chamber of Corn
ternoon at 2:30 for P. W. Smith, merce office at 43.

Across From
Coca-Cola Plant

NOTICE - Spinet Piano famous PIANO tuning, $7.50. We also do
expert rebuilding, recondition- Motorola-Capitol-RCA
make, at $250.00 saving. Will
ing, etc. Timm's Furniture
transfer to reliable local party
HiFi, tape recorders
Company, Union City, Tenn.
for balance on small payments.
record players
Write Credit Mgr., Joplin Piano
Company, Box 764, Paducah, ALAYTA0 WASHERS, standard
Complete
selection
and automatic models, $139.95
Kentucky.
of RECORDS
and up. Sales and service.
HYBRID tomatoes for sale, at the
Bennett Electric, Phone 201.
Pops-classical-gospel
Wales Austin farm, 11
2 miles
/
northeast of Fulton off US 45.
IRON
ORNAMENTAL
Join our Record Club
Sc per pound at the farm; bring
Yard Markers and Name Plate.
containers.
Buy 10-get one free
Porch Railing, Wrought Iron or
We sell ALL brands TV,
WHITE OAK Umber wanted: we
Casting.
buy white oak standing timber; Porch Columns, Wrought Iron or radios, Hi-Fi and recorders
custom stave and heading bolts.
Casting.
Contact us for prices and speci- Step RaEing, Wrought Iron or
fications. National Distillers
Casting
Products Co.; Box 65, Wingo, Lawn Furniture.
WE RENT - - - Ky.
FREE ESTIMATES
AUGUST special: a ball-point pen
Hospital beds
B. J. pRITCHARD,
with each purchase of BullsBaby
beds
1072
Call
Street
Main
East
400
Eye overalls or Washington
Ky.
Fulton,
Roll-away
beds
matched suit. The Edwards
Store, Mayfield, Ky.
Vacuum
Cleaners
I AM NOW represeting the
Monument Works
Floor polishers
FOR SALE - Seedling wean Greenfield
and will appreciate the oportrees, 12 to 18 inches high.
tunity to show you our beautiWADE FURN. CO.
Price 25c each. Individually
ful line of memorials. Torn
potted Ready for transplanting.
Phone
103
Fulton, Ky.
124.
phone
Fulton;
Hales,
Call or write West Greenhouses,
phone 2361 or Roper Pecan THE EtEST deals are "TaylorCompany, phone 2632, Hickman,
Made." See Ellis Fleathcott or
Ky.
Dan Taylor at Taylor Chevrolet. MOTORCYCLES- new and used.
Barney Comer, 405 Ferry
Phone N.
GOING away to school? Then see
Street, Metropolis, Illinois.
metal lockers and suit cases at
affordable prices. Nylon sox, 2
pr for 79c; knit undershirts 3
for $1.45; full cut shorts 3 for
For Thc
$2.05. The Edwards Store, Mayfield, Ky.
Long Terms-Easy Payments

LAWNMOWER

The Fulton News, Thursday, August 7, 1958, Page 5

GET THEM FIXED
RIGHT at
103 McDowell Street
next to Pierce-Cequin
Lumber Co.

Phone 345

WITH BLEACH

)
14'1 NEW

1

3C:0"79°
BLUE

Cheer
...'33°:777°

DETERGENT

0. 390 12-0i.
111-0:
Cas

(7$e Value) Special

PRICES IN THIS AD EFFECTIVE THRU SAT. AUG. IITH

BATH SIZE

2Bars 43'

(ET 0A
GTR:I !T ATLANTIC &PACIFIC
Ih)9
5101(1
DIP104DASIE FOOD FlITAILIP5
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cemetery.

DEATHS
And be said to them all, If any
mars will come alter me, let him
deny lalmself, and take up his
oboes daily, and follow me.
ST. LUKE 9:23

Allen J. Workman
Allen J. Workman, 75, died at
1 p. m. Monday at the FullerMorgan Hospital in Mayfield, after a lengthy illness.
He leaves his wife, Mrs. Ozzie
Holmes Workman; five sons, Carvii Workman of Mayfield, Corbin
and Sam Workman, both of Hickory, Ky., John Workman of the
U. S. Air Force at Big Spring,
Texas, and George Workman of
the U. S. Air Force at Randolph
Field, Texas; eight daughters,
Mrs. H. H. Wade of St. Louis,
Mrs. J. H. Trotter and Mrs. K. P.
Helms of Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Clinton Doran of Lynnville Mrs. J. D.
Toner of Portmouth, Ohio, Mrs.
Gloria Williams of Dresden,
Tenn., Mrs. M. B. Washburn of
Jeffersonville, Ind., and Mrs.
nomial Towery of Mayfield. Star
Route.'
Services were hetd at Rhodes
Chapel. Burial, under direction of
Jackson Brothers Funeral Home
of Dukedom, was in the church

John M. Welch

Youth Is Held
Under Suspicion
Of Auto Theft

Services for John M. Welch,
Obion County Sheriff Ebb
member of one of Weakley County's oldest families and prominent Gwaltney said today a boy regislandowner of the Dukedom Com- tering as James E. Stennett, bemunity, were held at Good lieved to be of Fulton, was being
Springs Church Saturday at 10:30 held in the Tiptonville jail under
a. m. The Rev. A. L. Mayes and suspicion of auto theft.
the Rev. Wayne Lamb officiated.
The sheriff said Thursday it
Burial was in the church cemewas brought to his attention that
tery, under direction of W. W.
Buick auto had run off the
Jones and Son of Martin. He was a
Old Lake road just on the other
75.
side of Logan's hill and plunged
Mr. Welch died at 6:25 Thurs- down a 25 foot embankment.
day morning at Campbell's Clinic
On investigation, the sheriff
In Memphis, following a lengthy
said, he had learned that the drivillness.
Mr. Welch was born May 29, er of the car had run into a near1882 in Weakley County, Tenn., by woods following the accident
son of James A. and Lutisaio and later had hitchhiked a ride
Love Welch. He had lived on the to Tiptonville where he reportedly had stoler, a car and was apsanie farm all of his life. .
Mr. Welch was a member of prehended by Tiptonville police.
the Dukedom Methodist Church.
Sheriff Gwaltney said Army
His father donated the land qn
which Welch School was built dog tags in the Buick carried the
name of James E. Stennett.
over 100 years ago.
He leaves three nephews, John
Stennett was turned over to
and Paul Cavendar of St. Louis, the FBI and has been bound over
Welch Cavendar of Dukedom and to the federal grand jury. He is
a niece, Mrs. Orna Williams of now in the raducah jail.
Dukedom.
The Welch family has long been
prominent in the community af- house, is one of the show places
fairs at Dukedom mid the Welch of the area.
home-place, a largk colonial

Mrs. L F. PicKaye

Why let the cockleburs
and morning glories get
IN YOUR CORN?
Forty to fifty cents an acre will keep
them out. Get our
We have M30, a material to spray on tobacco,
which causes suckers not to grow. It will pay to investigate. Some who use it say that the tobacco.
with no suckers weighs better.

SPRAYERS
SPRAY MATERIAL
INSECTICIDES
for profitable control of pests in your
valuable crops... NOW!

A C.Iuttc did SON
We have some nice
LATE IRISH POTATO SEED
Phone 202
East State Line

Mrs. L. F. McKaye, the former
Linnie Myles of Fulton, died suddenly Thursday morning at her
home in Avon Park, Fla., following a heart attack. Mrs. McKaye
and her sister, Miss Laura Myles,
had been in Fulton for a month's
visit with relatives and returned
to their home a week ago. She
was 79.
Cremation and burial were in
Avon Park.
Cousins of the deceased here
include—Miss Mary Holman
Chamber, Ned, Sam and Will Holman, and Mrs. Will Whitnel.

Audie Pugh
Audie Pugh. 53, died Thursday morning at his home three
miles west of Fulton, just off the
Middle Road, following a long
illness. Mr. Pugh lived_ on the
Drysdale farm.
He was a native of Smithland,
Kentucky and had lived in Fulton
County for the past six months.
The body was sent to the home
of his brother, Homer Pugh, at
Phillippy, Tenn.. by the Whitnel
Funeral Home. Services were
held Friday at Crockett's Chapel
in Lake County.

Child, 3, Hurt
In Collision Here

How You Can Stretch
Your Food Budget
Put Pennies to Work, with Home Canning
The penny, long neglected in these days of soaring prices. is
ouming into its own! This summer 20,000,000 homemakers will put
pennies to work by putting up over a
billion jars of fruits and vegetables.
And their families will enjoy nourishing, delicious meals all year with
that ever-popular budget stretcher:
borne canning.
How much do you save? If you
have a few tomato plants you can produce tomato juice for only Sc a quart.
allowing 2c fbr cost of raisinAtlos:
tomatoes and 3c for Dome lid, Mason
64Lojar (based on average jar life of 10
years), and fuel. So easy to do — and
can season it just the way you
you
l
e it.
Comparable savings can be made by borne-canning fruits, vegetables, meats, jam and jelly. In fact, a Lading researcher has found
that you put a dime in the piggy bank every time you put up a
quart. That makes dollars — and sense!

_www,

Southern Bell's six.millionth
telephone was installed on Aug.
1.
Company officials say the number of telephones in the ninestate area served by Southern
Bell has more than tripled in the
past 13 years Back in 1945, there
were less than two million telephones in this area.
Ben S. Gilmer, Southern Bell
President, says this shows the
rapid economic strides made by
the South since World War II.
This historic six-millionth telephone went into service in the
North Carolina Capitol in Raleigh.
In recognition of the event,
Governor Luther H. Hodges placed a call to Mr. Gilmer in Atlanta.
H. L. Wiley, the Southern Bell
manager here, says Southern Bell
now serves 173 exchanges in Kentucky with a total of 485,697 tele-
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NOTICE

Revival services will begin Sunday, Aug. 3, at Mount Hermon
Christian Church with the Rev.
L. R. Still, Jr. of Columbus, Miss.
as evangelist.
Services will begin at 8 o'clock
each night and the revival will
continue through Aug. 10.
The church pastor, the Rev.
Baston Hopkins, made the announcement.

I HAVE MOVED MY OFFICE TO

309 WALNUT STREET
Next Door to Graham Furniture Store.
Complete Line of Real Estate
F. H. A. LOANS — G. I. LOANS
CONVENTIONAL LOANS — FARM LOANS
REAL ESTATE

phones
He says there are 3162 telephones here in Fulton.

COL. CHARLES W. BURROW

We have complete stocks

309 Walnut Street
Office Phone 61
Home Phone 1994

Dayton V-Belts
for HOME and FARM
Machines
BENNETT ELECTRIC
PHONE 201
FULTON

when your TV
needs a friend...

FOR A BETTER DEAL
On A Better Appliance
AT
SEE

Call Us For The Finest
In Television Service
Our TV repair men are trained to
service every standard set. Call
us for dependable service.

Roper Television

Bennett Electric and Furniture Cs.
319-31 Walnut St.

The golden stallion weathervane on the Fayette County courthouse, Lexington, symbolizes an
aristocracy of horses. On the east
lawn of the courthouse square is
the equestram statue of John
Hunt Morgan, showing him sitting
in ful uniform upon his charger.

The three-year-old son of Mr.
and Mrs. Bill Gray of near Union
City was injured slightly last
Wednesday evening at 5:30 when
the Gray pick-up truck slammed
into the rear of another truck in
Fulton.,
Mr. Gray said this morning that
"little Bill is feeling fine and
running around" today. The child
suffered head cuts and a cut on
the forehead when,,he was thrown , The Sensational New Invention
Sutherland's Itilr Truss
against the windshield of the
No Belts — No Straps —
pick-up.
No Odors
Mr. Gray said a large truck
passed him in front of the bus Approved by Doctors — The
station in Fulton and then came
World's Most Comfortable
to an abrupt stop. The pick-up
was badly damaged when it plow408 Lake :FIG
D
T
ed into the rear of the other truck,
Mr. Gray said. Neither Mr. Gray
Fulton
nor his wife were injured.

Reviyal Held •
_ At Mt. Hermon

Six-Millionth
Phone Installed

AIMITOCART OINIMOMID

Fulton

Phone 201

306 Main Street

Phone 307

soi

Mrs. Mary liable
Funeral services for Mrs. Mary
Nuble, colored resident, who died
last Tuesday morning at the Fulton hospital, were held at the
El Cannon Church at Whiteville,
Tenn., Sunday, August 3, at 4 p.
m. Mrs. Nuble was a member of
the Mt. Olive Baptist Church.
Rev. R. H. Hale officiated.

THE WHITNEL FUNERAL 110/4E

BUS

Fort

Boaz

OFFERS
FACTS YOU SHOULD KNOW

nu eage/

You can buy funeral services in price ranges to fit your financial
circumstances in any funeral home in this area. Therefore, choose
your funeral director on any basis that you desire, with the assurance

PAY
refTI

AL

that the prices are reasonable. However, DO NOT BE MISLED into
thinking that any certain funeral home is cheaper in prices . . . be-cause all funeral directors in this area use approximately the same

OR ir4IJ—
y—
q

funerals.
formula and policy in pricing
_
The funeral business is

SERVICE business which means that

IHAPpY VACATI
Ai
'11W

DRIVING WAS MEANT TO BE FUNI
GET B.F.GOODRICH SMILEAGE
AND STOP WORRYING ABOUT YOUR TIRESI

SERVICE is what any funeral home has to offer. Hence, you get the

mond where the service is outstanding. The
same quality of service goes with the lower priced funeral as well
greatest value for your

B.F.GOODRICH GUARANTEED SAFETY-S

NEW TIRES

1
12?!: 11?1; 11187,5..

as the higher priced ftneral.

SPECIAL OFFER

NYLON
FITS PRE-'57
MODELS OF FORD,
CNEYROLET, PLYMOUTH,
HUDSON, NASH, AND
STUDEBAKER

RAYON TIME-TYPt

'Hes Tax sod listreadabls Tire

We are equipped in every detail to give you courteous, efficient,

7
6,
•

95.
"°D.14
:
11
"
DI111 XII NYLON
TUSI-TYPI
Vim Tas amid sterwasais TVs

efts 110.11iiir1di Casiorg

service. If you are interested in comparing prices,
we invite comparisons BUT DO NOT CHOOSE YOUR FUNERAL

and outstanding

atEtto(0Smileage/ starts here

DIRECTOR ON THE BASIS OF CHEAPER PRICES. You may get
cheaper service but NOT cheaper prices for that service. It costs no

eLL

l scATEs sTon
cula

MART.
N TZNN.
PHONE 484

more to have outstanding service.
Telephone 88

35

408 Eddings Street, Fulton, Ky.

B.F.Goodrich tires

218 CHURCH STREET
FULTON, RT.
PHONE 389
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Steps Taken To
Reorganize Twin
Cities Committee
Initial steps toward the reorganization of the Twin-Cities
Improvement Committee were
taken Friday night at a meeting
held in the KU auditorium. Attending the session were representatives of civic clubs and city
governments of Fulton and South
Fulton.

Dr. John Lloyd Jones, chairman of the civic commmittee of
the Chamber of Commerce, presided as temporary chairmen. The
new organisation is to be under
the sponsorship of the Chainber
of Commerce.
A nominating committee was
named to select officers for the
group, and the next meeting date
was set for Monday night, August
11. Named to the nominatirig
committee were Mrs. Vyron
Mitchell, Mrs. Frank Wiggins,
Mrs. R. W. Bushart, J. D. Hales,
and J 0. Lewis.
"We are dn the threshold of

mention
Train
p. —

— The
rtable

CO.
Fulton
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No Foul Play,
TBI Agent Says;
Case Is Closed
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Mn. Nettie Lou Copelen •
Fire Marshall of Kentucky then
sumo
ruled that both buildings were
Mr. and Mrs. ;oe Brown and
fire hazards.
children are visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Subscribe To The NEWS
Verne Byrd and Mr. and Mrs.
Arnie Brown.
Owners of the Earle Hotel and
A Louisiana truck driver made
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Green and
Tennessee Bureau of Criminal the building occupied by the FujAccurate
bond of $2,000 at Union City late son spent last week* end with Identification agent John Cribbs ton Bus Station have appealed a
Friday night on charges of invol- Elmoore Copelen and family.
of Dyersburg said he is convinced ruling by the Kentucky Fire
WORKMANSHIP
untary manslaughter resulting
Mr. and Mrse. Forrest Gilbert a Martin insurance agent's car
from the death of two Obion spent Thursday with Mr. and was deliberately run into the Marshall that both buildings are
At -Low Cost
County youths in a traffic acci- Mrs. Pressie Moore.
Obion River near Rutherford and fire hazards and should be razed. Watches, Osaka sad Ilse
dent.
The Earle Hotel, located on Fleets et Ali
1da \AdesMr. and Mrs. Pat Snow and that no foul play was involved.
Obion County Sheriff Ebb Mrs. Ella Veatch spent Sunday
Billy Pate's late-model car was Walnut Street, and the large estel7 *spalrsdjt Lew Cad
Gwanitney said Harold Bracy was with Mr. and Mrs. Lee Snow.
found in the south fork of the building, which houses the bus
released after 24 hours in jail. His
river seven miles northeast of station and which is located on
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harold
Byrd
have
ANDREWS
West State Line, were first decase will go before the grand jury returned
from Detroit, they will Rutherford early Friday. The 28- clared fire hazards by the local
in September.
year-old man, who is married and
Jewelry Company
make their home here.
fire chief, Nemo Williams. The
Mr. Bracy was identified as the
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Sanders has two young children, was last
driver of the trailer truck which visited Mrs. Ella Veatch, Mr. and reported seen about 7 Thursday
overturned early Thursday night Mrs. Earl Meadows and Elmoore night collecting insurance payon the Utticm City-Troy Highway, Copelen and family Sunday after- ments near Where the car was
found.
crushing a car containing four noon.
youths.
Misses Martha Kay and Marie- Mr. Cobbs said Investigation
Long Term — Low Interest
Killed almost instantly were Copelen spent the week end with had disclosed — among other
No appraisal fee
things — that the "set-screw" of
Wade Wilson, 14, and Roy Gene Mrs. Billy Green.
the car's carburetor had been adWright, 18, both of 3anders
You pay only for the time that you use
justed so that it was "running
Chapel community. Two brothers
the money.
wide opeses; when it went into the
of the Wright youth, Billy Joe
river. The FBI agent said the
Wright, Hi, and Jerry Neil Wright,
two front windows of the car
14, were injured in the accident
were down and there was nothing
and were reported in "good" conA. C. Fields, Sec-Tress
to indicate it was occupied when
dition in Obion County General
it plunged into the water.
Tel 453, Union City, Tennessee
hospital.
"We have other evidence which
Services for the victims were
I don't want to reveal, to support
held Saturday.
our conclusion that Mr. Pate is
Young Wilson's mother is the
unharmed and will show up when
former Mary Belle Rhodes of
he gets ready to," Mr. Cribbs said.
Water Valley. He is a grandson of
"As far as we're concerned, it's
Mes. Elmus Brown of Water Val- ITS A GIRL !
ley and a cousin of Gusta Rhodes
14e. and Mrs. W. E. Allen, Ful- a closed case," the FBI agent addof Water Valley.
ton, are the proud parents of an ed.
eight pound, two ounce daughter
Earlier, Weakley County Sherborn at 1:50 a. m., July 28, 1958 iff Ret Harris of Dresden said,
at the Jones Hospital.
"We know Billy had $400 to $800
on him and believe there's been
ITS A BOY !
foul play."
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Clark, FulHowever, Sheriff Harris didn't
ton,
are
the proud parents of a take part—other than in the iniAccording to Fulton County
Schools Superintendent Bearl five pound son, Michael Anthony, tial stages--in the invesigation
Darnell the Hickman school board born at 3:35 a. m., July 25, 1958 since the car was found in Gibwill lose approximately $11,000 in at the Jones Hospital.
son County. Mr. Cribbs was aided
franchise tax money if the Court
in the investigation by the Gibson
IT'S
A
GIRL
!
of Appeals upholds a decision of
County sheriff's office, Gibson
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Joyner, County Coroner Robert Pybas and
Franklin Circuit Judge W. B. Ardery holding illegal the State's Route 1, Fulton are the proud Sgt._ John Beeler of the Tennesmethod of assessing franchise parents of a seven pound, five see Highway Patrol.
ounce daughter born at 10:03 p.
corporations.
m., July 24, 1958 at the Fulton
Judge Ardery's ruling was won
Hospital
the
against
brought
lawsuit
on a
State Tax Commissioner by the ITS A GIRL!
OUR "MULE HIDE" INSULATING SIDING will not
Texas East Transmission CorporaMr. and Mrs. C. L. Wheeler,
only make your old home look like new — it will also
tion, a natural gas pipeline.
Route 4, Dresden, are the proud
All types of Insurance
much to its summer and winter comfort.
add
Franchise property is assessed parents dt a 7
pound, 12 ounce
at 80%, of its capitalied value daughter, Sheryl
Lynn, born at SAVE ! GET our
while the State average of other 9:25 p. m. July
23, 1958 at the
(Above) Our experienced applicator, Howard Milam.
property is about 91%.
Jones Hospital.
PACKAGE DEAL
finishes up another of our siding jobs, this one at the
Superintendent Darnell also reported that this 'week that the ITS A BOY !
"Covering everything"
home of Mr. T. A. McClain on West State Line, across
new stage curtain has been inMr. and Mrs. Herbie Cathy are
from Carr Institute. Mr. Milani. with 18 years experi422 Lake St.
stalled and "is very nice, thanks the proud parents
of a 7 lb. 2
to the PTA and all contributors." ounce son born at
1Pheste 41111 ence in this business. guarantees you a complete job
8:35 a. in. Aug. Fulton, Ky.
4, 1958 at Jones Hospital.
and one that will give you satisfaction for years.
great things in Fulton," Dr. Jones
said in his introductory remarks
Mule-Hide insulating siding is not expensive, yet is
DR. R. V. PUTNA.M AND DR. SHELTON OWENS
Friday night. He reveiwed work
accomplished by the old CommitbeautifuL modern, and permanent. The average job
tee, which was organized by Sebra
costs no more than about the average cost of three paint
Evans and sponsored by the Lions
jobs. Let us show you sample! of colors, and work you
Club, with Mrs. R. W. Bustiart as
Announce removal of their office from
chairman. She was suceeded by
up a free estimate for your house.
their present location at 309 Main Street
Paul Westpheling, who was chair— -— —
man at the time the committee
to 309 Carr Street for the practice of
became inactive. Dr. Jones stated
TERMS ARE AVAILABLE; up to 36 Months
FHA
Optometry.
as the purpose of the meeting, "to
reorganize the Committee and
Office hours will continue the same,
make it function again." citing
from 8:30 a. m. to 5 00 p. m. daily
the coming of the new Ferry Morse plant as one of the needs
309 Carr St.
Fulton, Ky.
Phone 84
of improving the appearance of
Phone 557
South Fulton
College St.
the community.
"Our whole idea is to make our
town better-looking," he said.

Two Buildings
Here Are Condemned

NEW
ARRIVAL
DEPT.

VINEGARS

to
11

• ROCK SPRINGS

I FEDERAL LAND BANK LOANS

APPLE CIDER Olt DISTILLS'S

NS

Driver Freed On
Bond;Faces
Manslaughter

You're Invited ....
TO ATTEND THE

ANNUAL()MEETING

Obion Weakley Nall Farm Leas Ass's

Hickman School
May Lose $11.000

Dewey Johnson

SOUTHERN STATES
Fulton Cooperative
AT

SOUTH FULTON GYMNASIUM
FULTON, KENTUCKY

FRIDAY, AUGUST 8, 1958

OPTOMETRISTS

FULTON ROOFING & INSULATION COMPANY

7:45 P. M. CST.

PROGRAM FEATURES
BUSINESS.Pictures of Southern States Feed Mills
Fertiliser, Seed and other plants. .. Reports. ..
Board and Committee elections . . . Contest "IT
PAYS TO KNOW" with prizes ... and ... ENJOY
refreshments.

ALL PATRON-MEMBERS are urged to attend.

You Take Your
Home With You
and everything else you
own — when you drive
the street. One moment's
carelessness can cause an
accident costing thous,
ands of dollars . . . perhaps COSTING Y 0 U
everything- you own. For
carefree- driving, f o r
peace 44 mind for your
own pretection Ro insured.

Old Accounts Collected
CENTRAL CREDITORS'SERVICE,INC.. OF JACKSON NOW HAVE A BRANCH OFFICE IN FULTON

SPECIALIZING

IN —

Collections

Credit and Collection System
Credit Investigation

CALL

SOUTHERN STATES
FULTON COOPERATIVE
South Fulton

CANNON AGENCY

201 Central Ave.

55 — PHONE — 55
Call Us and a Representative will come by and explain

129 Paschall St.

1\;*
-

how our

service will

benefit

you—No Obligation

Central Creditors' Service, Inc.

00000
4
$1 000
can't buy a better bottle of bourbon!

X

COLLECTION FACILITIES IN 41 STATES

Real Estate & Insurance

/47

- PHONE 163 --

FIFTH

6
YEARS
OLD
90 PROOF

$4.55
Alto evade OLD RAVIN MI held
'
,ow, 100 prod stlair
IN Sod, 4

PINT
Half Pint
Quart

JIM MILAM, Manager$2.115
$1.45
$5.64

114 PASCHALL STREET

Collection Is Our Business

1

,•••••••••••••••••.

... We'll be looking for you
at the

ANNUAL FARM BUREAlliPICJIC.

25th,

4

Wednesday, August 13, 19
FULTON FAIR GROUNDSM
MEET YOUR FRIENDS I- ENJOY GOOD BARBECUE - see the FARM and NOME Exhibits
Dairy Show

At the
local Jayc
son ticke
football g
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Sept. 5, w
playing C
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adults, $3
All prc
school.
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of Mayfie
evening a
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4-H-FFA Beef Show

See why our young ladies win State and Na-

See for yourself why Fulton County is wide-

See with interest the wonderful work done by

tional awards for the work they are accomplish-

ly known as an important dairying center in
Kentucky and Tennessee.

our young farm people in raising high grade

ing in homemaking.

beef cattle.

Share with our Farm Friends their Silver Anniversary of Progress SHOWS AND EXIBBffS STAB? AT 9:30 A: 14.

LUNCH SERVED AT 11:30 A. M.
:40

'

THESE FIRMS EXTEND A CORDIAL WELCOME FOR YOU TO ATTEND THE FARM BUREAU PICNIC
For the best in Photography visit

GARDNER'S STUDIO
218 Commercial

Compliments of

Moving — Local and long distance

1.5 BRUNDIGE SAUAGE CO.

Phone 693

1 By-Pass

Compliments of

J. W. Robertson
BURNETTE TRACTOR CO.
GULF SERVICE STATION
207 E. 4th
Phone 169
Eddings Street

For your farm needs
Congratulations

Wes! Kentucky Seed Co.

E. J. McCOLLUM

STANDARD OIL AGENT
Terry Road

Phone 41

VINCENT'S SHELL SERVICE
ONE STOP SERVICE
Mechanic on duty 6 a. m. to 10 p. m.
Call 9150
E. 4th St.
Next to Hickory Log

Lake Street Liquor Store
Lake SL Ext.

Phone 1929

Phone 320

Mack Ryan, owner
Across the street from the Coca-Cola Plant

Fulton Roofing And Repairs
CALL 557
Siding — Storm Sash -- Terms
Up to 36 Months — Free Estimates

Cayce, Ky.

Phone 555 IBy-Pase 51

and Fertilizer — Wholesale and Retail

SMALLMAN TIN SHOP

Phone 9166

I Need Houses To Sell

White Way Service Station

WICK SMITH AGENCY

TEXACO PRODUCTS

Insurance

Real Estate

109 Paschall St.

Phone 9145

John E. Bard, prop.

Shamrock Liquor Store
104 Lake St. Ext.

Phone 1100

Freelen Johnson, prop.

"BONJOUR TRISTESSE"
at the ORPHEUM THEATRE here.
Friday, Saturday, Sunday, Aug. 8-9-10

WELDING—Electric and Acetylene—General WELDING—Portable equipment for out of shop
Machine Work. Portable Equipment
jobs. Electric and Acetylene Welding.
We go anywhere
Machinery Repairing

Guttering
Down Spouting
Furnacb Repairing — Furnaces
y Lennox and Bryant — Air conditioning work
live Street
Call 502 Mayfield Highway

Gossom Welding & Repair Shop WAYMATIC WELDING CO.

Compliments of

Call 691 Phone 1866

Compliments of

Morris St.

ICompliments of

Ben Franklin 5, 10 and 25c Store ackson Brothers Funeral Home I Logan and Hicks Stock Yards
200 Lake Street

Phone 158

DRUGS
QUALIFIED PHARMACIST
Prescriptions called for and delivered
Call 40 or 370

JACKSON DRUG CO.

Fulion Roofing & Insulation Co. 3l1 Main Shoe!

Fulton, Ky.

Dukedom, Tenn.

1wKING MOTOR COMPANY

'Morris St.

Phone 161

k. P. Dalton's Liquor Store

PONTIAC DEALER
est State Line

St. Ext.
Phone 1287-1268 408 Lake
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Phone 2601

We specialize in custom seed cleaning. Wire

Compliments of
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